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— 120V Electric Power Tools —
Industrial Grade

Metabo Tools start on pg. 472

Double Insulated with Auto-Stop Carbon Brushes

SDS, SDS Max, and Spline Rotary Hammers
UHE28 Multi & BHE22
Metabo hammers use standard SDS, SDS Max or Spline carbide bits. Their highly efficient ball and roller
bearing motors are rated between 5.2 and 10.5 amps, and all have Metabo's unique Winding Protection Grid.
This helps their purer copper armature windings last up to 5 times longer.
All tools are fitted with electronic controls, ranging from speed regulators to sophisticated winding-temperature
monitoring. They also have the unique Metabo slip clutch, which protects both the operator and the tool when
an obstruction is encountered. To operate the tool as a regular drill , simply turn the 'rotation only' switch.
With a wealth of features – from LED displays showing spindle rotation to electronic soft start – Metabo has
the rotary hammer that is designed for your particular project

REVOLUTIONARY NEW Feature

Metabo CODE! system

Now available for the following Tools: KHE-D28,
KHE 32, KHE-54, KHE-55, KHE-75, MHE 65,
UHE 28 Multi, and SBE-1010 (hammer drill).

A single Metabo CODE! Key can be
used to protect more than one tool.

UHE28 Multi (3-jaw and SDS Chuck)
1 1/8" Multi-purpose Hammer w/Rotostop

Electronic theft protection at the touch of a button.
With the separately available Metabo CODE! key, you can
lock the power tool to protect it from unauthorized use.
Once locked the tool will not operate until the unlock
CODE! key button is pressed.
Part No. 22500
Price $69.00 Ea

BHE22
7/8" SDS Rotary
Hammer

Order #00961

Order #00242

To implement 'CODE!'
System requires
purchase of accessory
Code Key

UHE 28 Multi Hammer
Versatile tool with three functions
1-Drilling
2-Impact Drilling
3-Chiseling
…all in a single unit!
Unique to this tool is a rotary hammer function with a
two-speed gear train that allows for the equally
effective drilling and chiseling of concrete, brick, and
other masonry materials. And, by simply changing
speeds, you can drill effectively into virtually any nonmasonry material: wood, steel, plastic, glass, etc.
You activate the percussion stop to permit ordinary
drilling – in either of the two speeds – and the
rotation stop to permit chiseling.
To further enhance versatility and functionality, the
UHE Multi Hammer is furnished with a quick-change
SDS-Plus chuck…and an additional quick-change
three jawed chuck that accepts a full range of nonmasonry bits and allows bit changes without use of
tools.
Quick Change
SDS-Plus Chuck

three-jawed chuck

When you're looking for on-the-job versatility and
long-lasting performance, the Metabo UHE28
Multi Hammer gives you more... much more!

Model #
Order #
Price Ea
Single blow energy (measured in joules)
2-speed gear-box
Suitable for light chiselling work
Percussion stop for drilling only operations
Rotation stop
Aluminum die-cast gear housing
Reversing facility
Electronic speed stabilizer
Variable speed controlled by adjusting dial
Maximum Tightening Torque
Capacity- in concrete using solid bits
Capacity- in brickwork using thin wall core bits
Capacity- in mild steel
Capacity- in softwood
No-load speed (RPM)
No-load blows per minute (BPM)
Amps
Rated input watts
Tool weight
Shipping weight
Length
Carrying case (standard)
Standard Equipment: Side handle
Depth gauge
1/2” Keyless 3-jaw chuck
SDS chuck

482

UHE28 Multi
00961
$475.08
0-2.4
yes
12 settings
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
195 inch lbs.
1 1/8”
3 1/8”
5/8” - 5/16”
1 9/16” - 3/4”
0-950/0-2600
0-4400
8.0
1010
8.1 lbs.
13.5 lbs.
15”
#34445231
#31400077
#27288
#31921
#31920

BHE22 Multi
00242
$282.88
1.8
(use w/31409)
yes
yes
yes
97 inch lbs.
7/8”
1/2"
1 3/16”
0-1000
0-4600
5.2
660
7.2 lbs.
11.6 lbs.
13”
#34445253
#31400077
#27288
#31920

